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New hierarchy bulk edit action: Inherit Folders

New document management scope: Organization Based

Additional Fixes and Improvements:

New variables for billing/invoicing and organization custom attributes added in Document Management

Time variables can once again use modifiers successfully in Document Management (i.e. short,

mediumDate, fullDate, etc)

Fixed issue where occasionally the Availability View would populate with event searches instead of

location searches

Removed duplicate "Rate Groups" header in System Settings > Pricing Settings > Pricing Set-Ups > Rate

Groups

New tip added to System Settings > Event Save Emails under Template Instructions, instructing on how to

add an attendee

Text adjustment in the Assigned To column of the Task List, to be more readable at different column sizes

Fixed issue where occasionally folders aren’t visible in Pro hierarchy but are visible in Administration Utility

hierarchy

Corrected issue where after saving a new Folder Type in Event Types > Hierarchy and returning to the

folders list, the folder display names are missing, showing only icons

Deleting a contact that was attached to an Event Type Notification Policy no longer prevents the loading

of the event type for editing in System Settings

Fixed issue where users whose timezone differs from the system timezone can see an incorrect offset

start/end time when editing date constraints

An unexpected authorization prompt no longer pops up when viewing a resource or location while not

logged in

Fixed issue where updating a location custom attribute type displays the prior value instead of the new

one

Minor UI/UX  improvements to various UI event type hierarchy and custom attributes.

Consistency improvements to the UI text when viewing a calendar on a mobile device

New accessibility improvements to event form dropdown menus
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